Another ÆÞÃÚòÞÃ Episode:
ÆÞÃÚòÞÃ Tricks the City
Governor
Here, in a break from our focus on
history, we have yet another classic

ÆÞÃÚòÞÃ episode, in which the young rascal
outwits not his benefactor the âÅÌà but
rather the governor of the city.
Note again the play on words, the
possible multiple abstract interpretations
of a supposedly literal phrase, which are
almost always a staple of traditional Lao
humor.
In addition, in this article you get an
insight into traditional Lao approaches to
dealing with illness. Come to class ready
to discuss this, especially any aspects of the
diagnoses and treatments in this episode
that you may not fully understand.

Vocabulary from the Story (next page)
ÑðßÇàâÄ¿àâÓìÜÃ governor or administrator of a
city; a position of royalty in this case. Note the
obselete spelling of “ÑÕß“ as “ÑÖß“, where an
altered form of “Ö“ is placed underneath “Ñ“ to
indicate its position as a subscript. This occurs
widely in Éí×ËèÓ (Lao religious script), but in
modern Lao this is normally only seen in the
special character Øð .
âÎèÌæÁò to have a fever

ÎéñÌÎí× to heal, cure
ÓßâØÅê the governor’s wife (a royal
term for “first wife”)
âÅÌàÜàÓàÈ ministers and advisors to
a king or governor
ÚçäØÌ fortune teller

(list continued after the story)
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Vocabulary from the Story (previous page), continued
É´ÃâÖÀâÍéñÃÈ×ÃÆàÉàÕàÅê to consult numbers and astrological charts in order to tell one’s
fortune
ÁèÌÅïÈ magical formulae, which are chanted
ÅìÍÆàÉà according to one’s horoscope
ÄèÍÆáÓìÆáÉêÌ to take someone’s pulse (in both the wrists and ankles)
ÁàÍËïÌ to inform (only used when speaking to royalty)
âÁàßâÁèÌ a clacker or bell, usually hung on the necks of animals like cows. The governor
threatens to hang one on ÆÞÃÚòÞÃ ‘s neck as a marker of shame, since “all he does is
cause misery and trouble to others.”
ÂíÌåÌÅíÃÅàÌÌêò “all [of us] who are trapped in the cycle of life, death and rebirth”
ÂëÈÂÞÈ to be vexed, discontented
ÆŸÑèÈâÖêÇØí× “over his head”
ØàÀ in this case, it means “separate, in a class by himself”
Â×àÓÆÞÃ “this matter of ÆÞÃÚòÞÃ“
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